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Razor Hybrid Integrates: Issues Management, Version Control, Baselines, and Release 
Management through Comprehensive Scripting 

The Genius Behind Razor Hybrid - Unlocking efficiency for medium to large organizations 
involves managing a single machine or thousands of machines, Razor Hybrid can handle it 
seamlessly. Tailored to small, medium or large organizations, Razor Hybrid offers a cost-
effective solution for efficient device management throughout the software development 
lifecycle, ensuring unparalleled consistency and control, whether overseeing hundreds or 
thousands of devices. The genius behind Razor Hybrid is its unique ability to lock down and 
synchronize all machines, empowering a single administrator to efficiently manage any size 
project. This innovative feature sets Razor Hybrid apart from traditional approaches, 
eliminating the need for multiple administrators and streamlining the management process for 
enhanced productivity 

Razor Hybrid Use Cases: 

Automation: Streamlines repetitive tasks, testing procedures, and system-level actions. 

Development Workflows: Facilitates smooth workflow automation and deployment in various 
project types. 

System Administration: Enables efficient file manipulation, process control, and system 
configurations. 

Project Methodologies: Adapts to Agile, Waterfall, DevOps, or hybrid methodologies, enhancing 
flexibility in task execution. 

Benefits: 

Customization: Tailors actions precisely where needed, enhancing accuracy and efficiency. 

Integration: Seamlessly integrates with multiple tools and languages, extending functionality. 

Adaptability: Ensures uniform execution across diverse platforms and environments. 

Implementation and enhancement of Git 

The integration of Razor Hybrid with Git version control presents several advantages for 
developers, particularly in streamlining workflow and facilitating more efficient collaboration. 
Here's how Razor Hybrid’s implementation of Git stands out: 
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Issue Management/Problem Tracking: Versions of files in Git, Baselines, and Releases are all 
tightly integrated with issues providing history and tracking. 

Partial Commits and File-Level Changes: 

Razor Hybrid allows developers to work on individual files or groups of files independently. This 
capability, known as "partial commits," diverges from Git's native functionality. 

With this feature, developers can make changes to specific files without the need to alter the 
entire code snapshot. It streamlines collaboration on larger projects, enabling contributors to 
focus on specific components without affecting the overall codebase. 

User-Friendly Branch Management: 

Razor Hybrid simplifies branching and merging through a user-friendly interface. While Git's 
branching can be complex and time-consuming, Razor Hybrid provides an intuitive platform for 
creating, managing, and merging branches. 

This streamlined process facilitates simultaneous work on different aspects of a project, 
allowing developers to switch between branches effortlessly and integrate changes seamlessly. 

Efficient Parallel Development: 

Parallel development, a cornerstone of Razor Hybrid’s implementation, leverages Git's 
branching capabilities for multiple developers to work concurrently on distinct tasks. 

The ability to work on separate files or groups of files within branches and then merge these 
changes without affecting the entire codebase significantly enhances collaboration and project 
progression. 

Enhanced Version Control Features: 

Razor Hybrid extends Git's version control capabilities by accommodating both ASCII and binary 
files. 

It provides a comprehensive history of changes, ensuring accountability and traceability for all 
modifications made during the development process. 

Check-in/Check-out Mechanism: 

The check-in and check-out functionality within Razor Hybrid's version control allows 
developers to efficiently manage file versions. Checking out a file enables working on it, and 
upon checking in, a new version is created, maintaining a clear history of changes. 
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Integration with Standard Git Features: 

While Razor Hybrid introduces unique functionalities, it seamlessly integrates with standard Git 
features, enhancing its usability without compromising the fundamental version control 
capabilities of Git. 

Custom Scripts:  Crafted to align with your software development team's processes, 
encompassing essential functions such as: 

 Build Automation Scripts: Automate code compilation, testing, and deployment. 
 Deployment Scripts: Automate software deployment across different environments. 
 Continuous Integration (CI) Scripts: Automate code integration, testing, and reporting. 
 Test Automation Scripts: Automate various testing procedures, including unit, 

integration, and end-to-end tests. 
 Monitoring and Alerting Scripts: Automate system monitoring, configure alerts, and 

trigger actions based on defined conditions. 
 Version Control Hooks/Scripts: Automate actions before/after version control events 

like commits. 
 Baseline Comparison: evaluates core configurations, revealing differences from 

established benchmarks. It tracks changes, aiding in stability across software versions. 
 Backup and Recovery Scripts: Automate backup procedures and data restoration. 
 Notification and Reporting Scripts: Automate report generation and notification sending 

for stakeholders or team members. 
 Signature Chains: Validate code authenticity and maintain integrity throughout the 

software's lifecycle, ensuring authorized changes and secure software distribution. 

Razor Hybrid’s implementation of Git enhances the development workflow by enabling partial 
commits for file-level changes, offering an intuitive interface for branch management, and 
fostering efficient parallel development. It enriches Git's version control capabilities while 
maintaining compatibility with standard Git functionalities, providing a comprehensive solution 
for streamlined software development. Razor Hybrid stands out by providing an adaptable 
framework that accommodates scripting in many languages for pre and post-step actions 
within the software development lifecycle. This flexible approach caters to the diversity of tasks 
and project types across various methodologies and workflows. 

Virtually every action linked to a button can be scripted, offering extensive customization 
possibilities. Each button action can be accompanied by a pre-action script, which verifies the 
correctness of fields or other criteria before the action occurs. Similarly, an after-action script 
can be executed, notifying relevant individuals or teams about specific events or updates. For 
instance, if a new issue is created, the pre-script can verify field accuracy, while the after-script 
can notify designated personnel that the defined user has submitted a new issue for a 
particular product. 
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By leveraging scripting and automation, Razor Hybrid empowers customers to streamline their 
processes, enhance productivity, and minimize manual errors throughout their operations. 

By empowering diverse scripting environments, Razor Hybrid unlocking the full potential of 
your software development team by supporting a wide array of scripting languages, providing 
flexibility and compatibility across different platforms. Our robust platform allows seamless 
scripting on both Linux and Windows environments, offering a comprehensive experience for 
developers. From our internal testing, we anticipate Razor Hybrid’s compatibility with scripting 
languages such as Bash, Korn, Bourne, PHP, C#, Python, and more, ensuring a dynamic and 
inclusive scripting environment. Elevate your development processes with Razor Hybrid’s 
powerful scripting capabilities, designed to enhance efficiency and adaptability across diverse 
scripting languages and operating systems. 

If you would like to learn more about Razor Hybrid, please visit www.visiblesystemscorp.com. 

Contact Information: 

John Nash  

Visible Systems 
jnash@visiblesystemscorp.com 
(781)367-9509 

 
 

 


